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Abstract

In this paper� we would like to investigate the relationship between evidential
structures �ES��the basic qualitative structures of Dempster�Shafer theory� and
the data table based knowledge representation systems�KRS� subject to rough
set analysis� It is shown that an ES has a natural representation as a data table
and from a given data table and two of its attributes� an ES can be extracted� We
also show that some important operations on ES�s can be realized in relational
algebra� The results are then generalized to the fuzzy case� Consequently� we
further clarify the connection between evidence theory and rough set theory�

�� Introduction

Theory of knowledge has been a commonly important topic of many academic branches
such as philosophy� psychology and arti�cial intelligence� whereas the storage and re�
trieval of data is the main concern of information science� In the modern experimental
science� knowledge is usually acquired from observed data� The data can provide the
causal�e�ect or associational relationship between attributes of the observed objects�
However� when the amount of data is large� it becomes a di�cult task to analyze the
data and extract knowledge from them� The rough set theory proposed by Pawlak
provides an e�ective tool in extracting knowledge from data tables�	
� With the aid of
computers� the large amount of data stored in relational data tables can be transformed
into symbolic knowledge automatically�

On the other hand� the evidence theory proposed by the statistician Dempster and
later developed further by Shafer���
also known as Dempster�Shafer theory� provides
a framework to represent numeric knowledge on a set of propositions derived from a
probability distribution on the frame of evidence� In general� if there are two sets of
exclusive and exhaustive propositions called antecedent frame and consequent frame re�
spectively� and given a compatibility relation between them� then the numeric measures
on the antecedent frame can be transferred to the consequent one by the compatibility
relation� Though many works on evidence theory have been focused on the theoretical
properties and applications of the numeric measures� it should by no means be ignored
that the qualitative compatibility relation between frames also plays an important role�

As pointed out by Skowron���� ��
� the common feature of rough set theory and ev�
idence theory is the classi�cation of objects� A frame of discernment in evidence theory

�The preliminary version of the paper has appeared as ����



can be viewed as a partition of a set of objects according to some of their attributes�
whereas the notions of partition and equivalence relation are just the central concept of
rough set theory� Based on the key observation� Skowron suggests a method to compute
the basic functions of evidence theory such as belief and plausibility measures from a
given decision table that is a special kind of data tables� This shows that there exist
some types of evidential information in data tables� Inspired by Skowron�s result� the
current paper will explore the relationship between the basic qualitative structures of
evidence theory and the data table style knowledge representation systems�

In what follows� we will �rst review the basic notions of evidence theory and rough set
theory� In section �� it is shown that an evidential structure has a natural representation
as a two column� data table and from a given data table and any two attributes� an
evidential structure can be derived� All frames derived from a given data table are
then shown to form a lattice� In section �� three important operations on evidential
structures are considered� They can all be realized in relational algebra���
� Next� we
show how fuzzy decision tables are related to the fuzzi�cation of evidential structures�
Finally� some related works are discussed and a brief summary concludes the paper�

�� Preliminaries

���� Evidence Theory

Let � be a �nite set� called a frame of discernment� then a function m � �� � ��� �
 is
called a basic probability assignment bpa� if �� m�� � � and ��

P
A��mA� � ��

Intuitively� a frame of discernment denotes a set of exclusive answers to a given question
and mA� is considered to be the measure of the belief that is committed exactly to
A� Condition �� means that no belief is committed to � and is called closed world
assumption�� Condition �� denotes the convention of the measure of total belief being
one� Note the belief that is committed exactly to A is di�erent from the total belief
committed to A� The latter is de�ned as

BelA� �
X
B�A

mB��

i�e�� the summation of all belief committed exactly to the subsets of A� The function
Bel � �� � ��� �
 so de�ned is called a belief function over �� A dual function� called
plausibility function� is de�ned as P l � �� � ��� �
 such that

P lA� � ��BelAc�

where Ac is the complement set of A with respect to ��
According to the above de�nition� both belief and plausibility measures can be

derived from the bpa� However� where does the bpa come from� We can imagine two
frames of discernment � and � and a mapping C � �� �� satisfying the following two
requirements�

�� C�� �� �� for all � � ��

��
S
���C�� � ��

�For the distinction of closed and open world assumptions� see �����



Generally speaking� the frame � is called the antecedent frame and denotes a set of
observable evidence and � is called the consequent frame and denote a set of hypotheses�
whereas � � C�� if the evidence � is compatible with the hypothesis �� Thus� C is
called a compatibility mapping from � to �� It is easy to extend the domain of C to
�� by letting CX� �

S
��X C�� for all X � �� so we will not distinguish between the

original C and its extension� Suppose an a priori probability distribution Pr exists on
the frame �� then the function m � �� � ����
 de�ned by

mA� � Prf� j C�� � Ag

is a bpa on ��
Even when the a priori probability distribution is not available in the antecedent

frame� the compatibility mapping still provides very valuable information about the
support relation between the two frames� Thus we de�ne an evidential structure ES�
as a triplet ���� C�� where � and � are both �nite sets and C is a compatibility
mapping between them� When fC�� j � � �g forms a partition of �� � is called a
re�nement of �� � is called a coarsening of �� and C is a re�ning between these two
frames� When C is a re�ning� we also call the whole ES a re�ning�

The support relation between evidence and hypotheses can then be summarized in
the following basic set assignmentbsa� m � �� � ���

mA� � C��fAg� � f� j C�� � Ag�

The intuitive meaning of mA� is the set of evidence that supports exactly the propo�
sition A� Naturally� we have the total support of A and a dual function� denoted by C
and C respectively�

CA� �
�
B�A

mB�

CA� � �� CAc��

Obviously� we have
CA� � f� j C�� � Ag

and
CA� � f� j C�� �A �� �g�

When C is a re�ning� C and C are called inner reduction and outer reduction respec�
tively in ���
� We will see later that C and C have very close relationship with lower and
upper approximations in rough set theory� However� before discussing the relationship�
we will review rough set theory �rst�

���� Rough Set Theory

Let U be a �nite set of objects the universe� and R be an equivalence relation on U �
then for any X � U � we can associate two subsets with X�

RX � fx � U j �x
R � Xg

RX � fx � U j �x
R �X �� �g�

where �x
R denotes the equivalence class containing x� RX and RX are called the
R�lower and R�upper approximation of X respectively� From a practical viewpoint� R
can be considered as an indiscernibility relation� so for a given concept X� we can only



know that X contains at least all elements in RX and does not contain any element
outside RX� The pair RX�RX� is called the rough approximation of X and any such
pair is called a rough set�

Rough set theory is very useful in the analysis of data table based knowledge rep�
resentation system KRS�� A KRS or data table is a pair S � U�A�� where U is a
nonempty� �nite set the universe� and A is a nonempty� �nite set of primitive at�
tributes� Every a � A is a total function a � U � Va� where Va denotes possible values
of a� If B � fa�� � � � � ang � A� then VB � Va� � 	 	 	 � Van � Thus B is also considered
as a function from U to VB� An equivalence relation INDB� is associated with every
subset of attributes B � A� and de�ned by

xINDB�y
 ax� � ay�� �a � B�

INDB� is called an indiscernibility relation� We will write INDa� instead of INDfag�
for all a � A� Obviously� INDB� �

T
a�B INDa�� Since INDB� is an equivalence

relation� we can de�ne INDB��lower and INDB��upper approximation of X for any
X � U � We will write BX and BX instead of INDB�X or INDB�X�

The de�nitions are used in the analysis of dependency between attributes in a data
table� Let us say that attribute B� depends on B�� denoted by B� � B�� i� INDB�� �
INDB��� i�e�� any two objects in U with same values in their attributes B� will have
also same ones in B�� It is easily to show that B� � B� i� B�X � X for all X that is
an equivalence class of INDB���

From now on� we will use the following symbols possibly with indices� with �xed
meaning�

 E � ���� C� � an ES�

 �� � � an element of � and � respectively�

 S � U�A� � a KRS�

 X�Y�Z� � � � � subsets of �� �� or U � determined by the context�

 x� y� z� � � � � elements of �� �� or U � determined by the context�

 B�D�F � subsets of A�

 U�B � the set of all equivalence classes under INDB��

 a� b� c � elements of A� sometimes denotes fag� fbg� fcg

 Va� Vb� Vc � domains of a� b� c respectively�

�� Correspondence Results

���� The table representation of evidential structures

It is quite simple to provide a data table style representation for a given E � ���� C��
Let us de�ne �E� � U� fa� bg�� where

U � f�� �� j � � �� � � C��g

and
a�� ��� � �� b�� ��� � ��



for all �� �� � U � For any X � � and Y � �� let cX� bY � U denotes the following sets
respectively� cX � f�� �� � U j � � Xg�bY � f�� �� � U j � � Y g�

Then we have the following result�

Theorem � Let E � ���� C� be an ES and �E� � U� fa� bg�� then for all X � �
and Y � ��

acX � dCX
acX � d

CX

Proof� We prove the �rst equation� and the second is analogous� On one hand� by
de�nition�

CX � Y � f� j C�� � Xg�

so dCX � f�� �� � U j � � Y g � f�� �� � U j C�� � Xg�

On the other hand�

acX � f�� �� � U j ��� ��
a � cXg � f�� �� � U j C�� � Xg�

so the result follows immediately�

���� Evidential Structures in a Data Table

Let S � U�A� be a KRS� and B� and B� be subsets of A� then we can de�ne
�S�B�� B�� � U�B�� U�B�� C�� where C�� � f� � U�B� j ��� �� �g for all � � U�B��
It can be easily veri�ed that C satis�es the two requirements of compatibility mapping�

Lemma � �� If S � U�A� is a KRS� and B� and B� are subsets of A� then
�S�B�� B�� is an ES�

�� �S�B�� B�� is a re�ning i� INDB�� � INDB�� i� B� � B�� In particular�
�S�B�� A� is always a re�ning�

Proof�

�� First� if � � U�B�� then there exists u � U such that � � �u
B�
� so �u
B�

� C��
and C�� �� �� Second� by a symmetric argument� if � � U�B�� we can �nd an
u � U such that � � �u
B�

and hence � � C�u
B�
�� so

S
��U�B�

C�� � U�B��

�� By de�nition� �S�B�� B�� is a re�ning i�

�u� v � U� �u
B�
�� �v
B�

�� C�u
B�
� � C�v
B�

� � �

i�
�u� v � U� �u
B�

�� �v
B�
�� �u
B�

�� �v
B�

i� B� � B��



Theorem � Let S � U�A� be a KRS and �S�B�� B�� � U�B�� U�B�� C� be an ES
corresponding to attributes B� and B�� then for each X � U�B�� we have�

CX� � B�
�
X�

and �
CX� � B�

�
X��

Proof� We prove the �rst equation as follows��
CX� �

�
f�u
B�

j C�u
B�
� � Xg

� fu � U j �v � �u
B�
� �v
B�

� Xg

� fu � U j �u
B�
�
�
Xg

� B�
�
X�

The second equation follows dually�
Let us now use an example to illustrate the last theorem�

Example � The example is a simpli�cation of that presented in �	
p������ Let us �rst
de�ne the following abbreviation�

�� n � temperature is normal

�� s � temperature is subfeb�

�� h � temperature is high

�� c � dry�cough

�� a � headache

�� m � muscle pain�

and let c� a� and m denote the complement of c� a� and m respectively� Then the
following is a symptom table of nine patients�

U s� s� s� s�
� n c a m
� n c a m
� s c a m
� s c a m
� s c a m
� h c a m
	 h c a m
� h c a m
� h c a m

Now� if B� � fs�� s�g and B� � fs�� s�g� then U�B� � fnc� sc� sc� hc� hcg and U�B� �
fam� amg� where

nc � f�� �g sc � f�g
sc � f�� �g hc � f�g
hc � f	� �� �g am � f�� �� �� �� 	� �g
am � f�� �� �g�



and C is such that

C�� �

�����
famg if � � sc or hc�
famg if � � sc�
fam� amg otherwise�

Thus� if X � famg� then
S
X � am� thus B�

S
X � f�� �� �g� On the other hand�

CX � fsc� hcg� so
S
CX� � f�� �� �g� too�

If a data table S � U�A� satis�es U�A � U � then we call it simple data table�
For a simple data table S � U�A� and its associated ES �S�B�A� � U�B�U�C�� the
theorem above is simpli�ed to �

CX� � B�X

and �
CX� � B�X�

for any X � U � Thus� the B�lower and B�upper approximations of X correspond
precisely to the inner and outer reductions of X under the re�ning C�

Let us now consider the collections

F � fU�B j B � Ag

and
C � fC j �S�B�� B�� � U�B�� U�B�� C�� B� � B�g

for a given KRS S � U�A��

Lemma � The collections F and C for a given KRS satisfy the following four proper�
ties	


i� If C� � ��� � ��� and C� � ��� � ��� are in C� then C� � C� is also in C�


ii� If C� � �� � �� and C� � �� � �� are in C� then C� � C��


iii� If C� � ��� � �� and C� � ��� � �� are in C� and for each �� � �� there exists
�� � �� such that C���� � C����� then �� � �� and C� � C��


iv� If ����� � F � then there exists � � F such that C� � ��� � �� and C� � ��� � ��

are in C�

Proof�

i� This follows from the transitivity of the dependency relation�

ii� This holds because in the de�nition of �S�B�� B�� � U�B�� U�B�� C�� C is
uniquely de�ned by U�B�i�e� �� and U�B�i�e� ���

iii� First� let � � U�B� �� � U�B�� and �� � U�B�� then B � B� and B � B�� so
�i �

S
Ci�i� for all �i � �ii � �� �� by de�nition� This means �� � �� by the

assumption� However� since each equivalence class is nonempty and
S
�� � U �S

��� we have �� � �� and thus C� � C� by ii��

iv� If �� � U�B� and �� � U�B�� then � � U�B� � B�� is the required frame�



In ���
� F is called a family of compatible frames with re�ning C if it satis�es the
above four properties and two additional requirements�existence of coarsenings and
re�nings� However� because our KRS is with �nite attributes� it is impossible to have
arbitrary coarsenings and re�nings for frames in F � In other words� the family of frames
induced by a KRS is limited by its attributes� However� the four properties listed above
are su�cient to prove the existence of the minimal common re�nement between two
frames in F �

Theorem � Suppose ����� are elements of F � Then there exists a unique element
� � F such that


i� for i � �� �� Ci � ��i � �� � C� and


ii� for each � � �� there exist elements �i � �ii � �� �� such that f�g � C���� �
C�����

Such � is denoted by ����� and called minimal common re�nement of �� and �� in
F �

Proof� This is a corollary of theorem ��� of ���
 and the preceding lemma�
An alternative and more natural� characterization of minimal common re�nement

is as follows�

Theorem � If � is a common re�nement of �� and ��� then ����� is a coarsening
of �� Furthermore� �� ��� is the unique element in F with such property�

Proof� This is a corollary of theorem ��� of ���
 and the preceding lemma�
However� unlike the de�nition of families of compatible frames in ���
� we have also

common coarsening for each pair of frames in F �

Theorem � Suppose ����� are elements of F � Then there exists a unique element
�� ��� � F such that


i� �� ��� is a common coarsening of �� and ��� and


ii� if � is a common coarsening of �� and ��� then �� ��� is a re�nement of �

Proof� � If �� � U�B� and �� � U�B�� then �nd greatest subsets E� and E� of A
such that Bi � Eii � �� ��� Note that the greatest subsets exist because Bi � E and
Bi � F imply Bi � E � F � Let �� ��� � U�E� � E��� then it satis�es requirement
i� because Bi � E� �E��� To prove ii�� assume � � U�B� then Bi � Bi � �� ��� so
B � E� � E�� by the de�nition of Ei� and the result follows�

As a corollary of the above�mentioned theorems and lattice theory��
� we have�

Corollary � The structure F ����� is a lattice with the �nest element U�A and the
coarsest element U���



���� Translation Between ES and KRS

In the preceding two subsections� we have shown how a KRS can be constructed from
a given ES and how an ES can be extracted from a KRS by given attributes� Now� we
will show such constructions preserve the original information so that we can recover
the original structures from the translated ones� First� let us de�ne some notions�

De�nition � Two ES E� � ������ C�� and E� � ������ C�� are said to be iso�
morphic� denoted by E�

�� E�� i� there exist bijective functions f � �� � �� and
g � �� � �� such that for all � � �� and � � ��� � � C��� i� g�� � C�f����

De�nition � Two KRS S� � U�� A�� and S� � U�� A�� are said to be isomorphic�
denoted by S� �� S�� i� there exist bijective functions f � U� � U�� g � A� � A�� and
ha � Va � Vg�a� for all a � A� such that for all u � U� and a � A�� haau�� � ga�fu��

De�nition � Let S � U�A� be a KRS and B � A� then the projection of S on B�
denoted by 	BS�� is the KRS U�B�B� such that for each b � B and �u
B � U�B� set
b�u
B� in 	BS� as bu� in S�

If B � A� then 	BS� just simpli�es S into a simple data table by removing the
duplicated rows�

De�nition � Let S � U�A� be a KRS and Bi � A for � � i � n� then the coding
of S according to B�� � � � � Bn� denoted by 
B������BnS�� is the KRS U� fbi j � � i � ng�
such that for each u � U and � � i � n�

biu� � ai�u�� ai�u�� � � � � aikiu���

where Bi � fai�� ai�� � � � � aikig�

If A �
Sn
i	�Bi� then 
B������BnS� is essentially equivalent to S�

According to these de�nitions� we have the following main correspondence results�

Theorem � �� Let E be an ES� and �E� � U� fa� bg�� then

E �� ��E�� fag� fbg��

�� If S is a KRS and B�� B� are its attributes� then

��S�B�� B��� �� 
B��B�
	B��B�

S���

Proof�

�� Let E � ���� C�� and the compatibility mapping of ��E�� fag� fbg� be C��
then de�ne

f � �� U�a� f�� � f�� �� j � � C���g

and
g � �� U�b� g�� � f�� �� j � � C���g�

Obviously� f and g are bijective� Furthermore� � � C��� i� �� �� � f�� � g��
i� f�� � g�� �� � i� g�� � C�f���� so f and g are the isomorphisms�



�� If S � U�A�� then
��S�B�� B��� � U�� fa� bg��

where
U� � f�� �� j � � U�B�� � � U�B�� � � � �� �g�

and

B��B�

	B��B�
S�� � U�� fb�� b�g��

where U� � U�B��B�� and bi�u
B��B�
� � Biu� for all u � U and i � �� �� Now�

de�ne
f � U� � U�� f�� ��� � � � ��

g � a �� b�� b �� b��

ha � U�B� � VB�
� ha�� � B�u�� �u � ��

hb � U�B� � VB�
� hb�� � B�u�� �u � ��

then these functions are all well�de�ned since ��� � U�B��B�� for all �� �� � U�

and for all u � �resp� ��� B�u�resp� B�u�� is the same� Obviously� they are all
bijective� Moreover�

haa�� ���� � ha�� � B�u���u � ��

ga�f�� ���� � b�� � �� � B�u���u � ��

so ��S�B�� B��� �� 
B��B�
	B��B�

S���

Example � Let us continue in using the table in Example � to illustrate the theorem�
If S is the table in Example �� then ��S�B�� B��� will be the following one�

U� a b

nc� am� nc am
nc� am� nc am
sc� am� sc am
sc� am� sc am
hc� am� hc am
hc� am� hc am
hc� am� hc am

�and 
B��B�
	B��B�

S�� will be the following one�

U� b� b�
f�g n� c� a�m�
f�g n� c� a�m�
f�g s� c� a�m�
f�� �g s� c� a�m�
f�g h� c� a�m�
f	� �g h� c� a�m�
f�g h� c� a�m�

Obviously� these two tables are isomorphic�



���� Remarks on Numeric Uncertainty

So far� we have discussed the relationship between qualitative evidential structures and
data table style knowledge representation systems� However� there may be more things
in a given data tables� that is� the numeric belief on any subsets of the universe U
that one can induce from the data tables� In general� a subset of the universe can
be considered as a proposition �� so the numeric belief re�ect the degree to which we
believe the proposition is true according to the data in the tables�

The problem is when we can induce such numeric knowledge from a data tables�
The answer of the problem will depend on how the data are collected into our KRS�
More speci�cally� let us consider a KRS S � U�A� and two subsets of A� B� and B��
We have seen from the preceding subsections that �S�B�� B�� forms an ES with the
antecedent frame U�B� and the consequent frame U�B�� so if we have a probability
distribution on U�B�� then we can construct the numeric belief function on the subsets
of the consequent frame according to Dempster�Shafer�s theory�

However� how can we get the probability distribution on U�B�� In general� if
the objects in U are drawn evenly from a population independent of the values of
attribute B�� then we can assume the probability distribution Pr � U�B� � ��� �
 such

that Prx� � jxj
jU j

for each equivalence class x � U�B�� The assumption is implicitly

made in ���� ��
� so the numeric belief measure can be obtained there� However� the
assumption of uniformity and independence does not always hold� For an extreme
example� assume we would like to consider the relations between two attributes a and
b of a �xed population� and the possible values of a are in f�� �� � � � � ng� Then the
population may be partitioned into n classes possibly not equal size� according to
their a attributes� Now� if we draw m experimental cases from each class� observe
their b attributes� and record all results in a KRS� then we get a data table with
m 	 n objects� If we made the assumption of uniformity and independence� then for a
�xed i� the probability that the a attribute of a randomly chosen object has value i
is equal to �

n
� However� it is obviously wrong� because we do not know the exact size

of each a�equivalence class� Therefore� the proportion jxj
jU j

only re�ects how the objects
are selected into the data tables� not the proper distribution of the whole population
according to some attributes�

In the case that the assumption of uniformity and independence does not hold or
we do not know that it holds� what can still be obtained is the qualitative evidential
structures of course� with the closed world assumption�� Thus� in this sense� an ES
is the more conservative knowledge one can get from a data table when the numeric
measures are not available� This is also the reason why we consider it is meaningful to
divorce a qualitative ES from the belief measures imposed on it�

Another reason why we can not made the uniformity and independence assumption
arbitrarily is that if we do� then we can get the probability distribution on the con�
sequent frame� so the Dempster�Shafer�s belief function is not needed in this case� If
all objects of our data table is drawn evenly from a population� then we would have
a Bayesian causal link model��
 between any two frames of the data table� Given a
KRS S � U�A� and B�� B� � A� then de�ne �S�B�� B�� � U�B�� U�B�� P �� where

�We can even represent the propositions in a language� called decision language�DL	� see Section

�� and ���



P � U�B� � U�B� � ��� �
 is such that for x � U�B� and y � U�B��

P yjx� �
jx � yj

jxj
�

So if we have a probability distribution PrB�
on U�B�� then it is easy to compute

PrB�
y� �

X
x�U�B�

PrB�
x� 	 P yjx�

for all y � U�B�� Since PrB�
is more speci�c than the belief measure derived by

Dempster�Shafer�s theory� it is unnecessary to use the latter in this case�

�� Multiple Data Tables

In the preceding section� we have shown that an ES can be represented in a single in
fact� two�attribute� data table and from a data table� we can extract several evidential
structures� However� sometimes� the data are collected from di�erent sources and are
represented by more than one data tables� In such case� we would like to see what
evidential structures will be extractable from the joining table� On the other hand� in
Dempster�Shafer theory� there are some operations on evidential structures� we are also
interested in exploring the corresponding ones in data tables� In this section� we will
discuss three main operations on evidential structures and their relationship with the
join operation of data tables� We �rst introduce a variant of the translation ��

De�nition � Let S � U�A� be a KRS� and B� and B� be subsets of A� then we can
de�ne ��S�B�� B�� � B�U�� B�U�� C�� where C�� � f� � B�U� j �u � U�B�u� �
��B�u� � �g for all � � B�U��

In other words� �� is same as � except that �u
B is replaced by the value Bu� for each
u in the original universe and each subset of attributes B� It is obvious that ��S�B�� B��
is isomorphic to �S�B�� B��

���� Composition

Let E� � ������ C�� and E� � ������ C�� be two evidential structures� then the
composition of E� and E�� denoted by E� �E�� is de�ned as the ES� ��

���
�
�� C��� where

��
� � f�� j C� � C���� �� �g�

��
� � f�� j ��� � ��

�� �� � C� � C����g�

and C� is the restriction of C� � C� to ��
� ���

��
As for the join of two data tables� it is de�ned analogously to that in relational

algebra���
�

De�nition � Assume S� � U�� A� � A� and S� � U�� A� � A� are two data tables
where A�� A� and A are pairwisely disjoint and A �� �� then the natural join of S� and
S�� denoted by S� � S�� is the KRS U�A� � A� �A�� where

U � fx� y� � U� � U� j a�x� � a�y���a � Ag

and for all a � A� �A� �A�

ax� y�� �

�
a�x�� ifa � A��
a�y�� otherwise�



In the de�nition� we adopt the convention ai to denote the attribute function of a in
data table Si for i � �� ��

According to the de�nitions� we have the following results�

Theorem 	 �� Let E� � ����� C�� and E� � ����� C�� be two evidential struc�
tures and assume �E�� � U�� fa� bg� and �E�� � U�� fb� cg� such that a �� c�
then

�E� � E�� �� 	a�c�E�� � �E����

�� Let S� and S� be two KRSs as de�ned in de�nition �� then

�S� � S�� A�� A�� �� ��S� � S�� A�� A�� � ��S�� A�A�� � ��S�� A�� A��

Proof�

�� By de�nitions� 	a�c�E�� � �E��� � U� fa� cg�� where

U � f���� �� ��
fa�cg j � � C����� �� � C���g�

and �E� � E�� � U �� fa� cg�� where

U � � f��� ��� j ��� � � C����� �� � C���g�

Let us de�ne
f � U � U �� f���� �� ��
fa�cg� � ��� ����

and g� ha� and hc as identity mappings in respective domains� Then these func�
tions construct the isomorphism immediately�

�� De�ne C � � VA�
� �VA� as follows�

v� � C �v��
 �x� � U�� x� � U�� A�x�� � v� �A�x�� � v� �Ax�� � Ax��

Then by de�nition� both sides of the equality can be expanded into V�� V�� C��
where

V� � fv� � VA�
j C �v�� �� �g�

V� �
�

v��V�

C �v���

and C is the restriction of C � to V� and V��

���� Combination

One of the main components of Dempster�Shafer�s theory is the so�called Dempster�s
combination rule� Here� because we are mainly interested in the evidential structures�
we will �rst present a qualitative version of the Dempster�s rule�

De�nition 	 If E� � ������ C�� and E� � ������ C�� are two evidential structures�
and let R � �� � �� be a binary relation 
called dependency relation� on the two
antecedent frames� then the combination of E� and E� according to R� denoted by E��R

E�� is the ES ���� C�� where � � fx� y� � R j C�x� � C�y� �� �g� Cx� y�� �
C�x� � C�y� for all x� y� � �� and � � C���



When R � �� � ��� we say that E� and E� are independently combined� As a
matter of fact� the original Dempster�s rule is de�ned only for the independent case� so
the de�nition given here is slightly more general than the original one�

Let us remark further on the dependency relation before proceeding� We �rst note
that R is just an ordinary binary relation� not necessarily a compatibility relation�
Second� we can abuse the notation R to denote a KRS R� fa� bg� such that ax� y�� � x
and bx� y�� � y for all x� y� � R� By such abuse� we can de�ne the dependency degree

of attribute a on b and vice verse� According to rough set theory� �ab� � jPOSa�b�j
jRj

is

the dependency degree of attribute b on a� where POSab� �
S
X�R�b aX� and �ba� is

de�ned analogously� Then the dependency degree of R is max�ab�� �ba��� It is easy
to see that if R is independent� then its dependency degree is equal to zero�

Now� we have the following results�

Theorem 
 �� Let E� � ����� C�� and E� � ����� C�� be two evidential struc�
tures� and let R � �� ��� be a dependency relation� Then

E� �R E� � ���E�� � R � �E��� fa� bg� c��

where a� c�� a� b�� and b� c� are the attributes of �E��� R� and �E�� respectively�

�� Let S� � U�� A� � B�� S� � U�� A� � B� and R � U�� A� �A�� be three KRSs
such that A�� A� and B are pairwisely disjoint� then

��S� � S� � R�A� � A�� B� � ��S�� A�� B��R� ��S�� A�� B��

where R� � fA�u�� A�u�� j u � U�g is a subset of VA�
� VA�

�

Proof�

�� By de�nition� �E�� � R � �E�� � U� fa� b� cg�� where

U � f��� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� j ��� ��� � R�� � C���� � C����g

a � U � ��� a��� ��� ��� ���� ��� ���� � ��

b � U � ��� b��� ��� ��� ���� ��� ���� � ��

c � U � �� c��� ��� ��� ���� ��� ���� � ��

Thus ���E�� � R � �E��� fa� bg� c� can be expanded into E� �R E� exactly�

�� By de�nition� S� � S� � R � U�A� �A� � B�� where

U � fu�� u��� u�� j ui � Ui� � i � ���

A�u�� � A�u��� A�u�� � A�u��� Bu�� � Bu��g

A�u�� u��� u��� � A�u���

A�u�� u��� u��� � A�u���

Bu�� u��� u��� � Bu�� � Bu���

Thus
��S� � S� � R�A� � A�� B� � ���� C��



where � � A� � A��U�� � � BU�� and � � C�� i� there exist ui � Ui� �
i � �� such that A�u�� � A�u��� A�u�� � A�u��� Bu�� � Bu��� � �
A�u��� A�u���� and � � Bu���

On the other hand� for i � �� �� ��Si� Ai� B� � �i��i� Ci�� where �i � AiUi��
�i � BUi�� and �i � Ci�i� i� there exist ui � Ui such that Aiui� � �i and
Bui� � �i� Then it can be shown that ��S�� A�� B��R� ��S�� A�� B� � ���� C�
by the de�nition of combination operation�

When E� and E� are combined independently� the above theorem is just the quali�
tative counterpart of Theorem �� in ���
�

���� Conditioning

Let E � ���� C� be an ES and X be a proper� subset of �� then the conditioning of E
on X� denoted by EjX� is the structure ���X�C ��� where �� � f� � � j C���X �� �g
and C ��� � C���X for all � � ��� It is obvious that EjX is the combination of E and
the special structure fx� yg��� fx �� X� y �� �nXg� under the dependency relation
R � ��fxg� so the join mechanism used in the last subsection can be used to simulate
the conditioning operation�

However� we have an alternative characterization of conditioning by using the ba�
sic relational algebra operation�selection� To express selection operation� we need
a Boolean language for expressing constrains� For the present purpose� we will use
Pawlak�s decision logic DL� language�	
� In DL� the atomic expression is of the form
a� v�� where a is an attribute constant and v is a value constant� and any formulas of
DL is the Boolean combination of atomic expressions via �� �� and �� We will use
a � V to abbreviate

W
v�V a� v�� If S is a KRS� and  is a formula of DL� then jjS

denotes all objects in the universe of S that satisfy the constraints expressed by �
Using these de�nitions� we can de�ne the selection of a KRS S under � denoted by
��S�� as jjS� A� with the attribute A unchanging� Then� the following results can
be shown�

Theorem � �� Let E � ���� C� be an ES and X be a 
proper� subset of �� If
�E� � U� fa� bg�� then

�EjX� � �b�X�E���

�� Let S � U�A� be a KRS and  be a formula of DL involving with only attribute
constants in a proper subset B of A� then

���S�� B�B� �� �S�B�B�jX�

where X � jjS�B� and B � AnB�

Proof�

�� First� by the de�nition of EjX� �EjX� � U �� fa� bg�� where U � � f�� x� j x �
C�� � Xg� Second� �b�X�E�� � jb � Xj��E�� fa� bg�� However� jb � Xj��E� �
fu � U j bu� � Xg � U � since U � f�� x� j x � C��g�



�� First� note that X � U�B since  only involves with the attributes in B� Thus�
we have

�S�B�B�jX � ���X�C���

where

�� � f�� � U�B j �x � X�x � �� �� �g

� f�� � U�B j �� � jjS �� �g�

and
�x � X� �� � ��� x � C����
 x � �� �� ��

On the other hand�
���S�� B�B� � ���X�C���

where
�� � f�� � jjS j �� � U�B� �� � jjS �� �g�

and
�x � X� �� � ��� x � C��� � jjS�
 x � �� � jjS �� ��

Therefore the mapping f � � � ��� f��� � �� � jjS constructs the desired
isomorphism�

���� Remarks

We have emphasized the analogy between evidential structures and data tables in the
discussion above� however� we must also note some di�erence between these two rep�
resentation formalisms� A careful reader may have found some asymmetry between
the translation mappings � and �� The former is an one�argument mapping while the
latter is a three�argument one� The main reason is that in an evidential structure� the
compatibility mapping is directed from the antecedent frame to the consequent frame�
whereas data tables are essentially not directional� Thus� to extract an ES from a data
table� we must specify the direction of compatibility mapping� This also explain why
composition and combination correspond to the same join mechanism in data tables�
although they are so di�erent operations in evidence theory� Moreover� due to the same
reason� we can extract many di�erent evidential structures from a data table� whereas
an ES can only correspond to a KRS�

�� Fuzzi�cation

In this section� we will consider a special kind of data tables� called decision table� A
decision table is a triplet S � U�A�B�� where U is a set of rule names and A and B
are two sets of primitive attributes de�ned as in the KRS�s� called condition attributes
and action attributes respectively� A decision table is a special case of KRS�s because
U�A � B� is exactly a KRS� For each u � U � we can write the corresponding rule as�

a�A

a� au�� �
�
b�B

b� bu���

in the language of DL� Intuitively� each rule says that if the condition attributes ful�ll
some values� then some particular actions speci�ed in the action attributes will be



adopted� Note that a decision table may be nondeterministic� that is� we may have two
rules with the same values in their condition attributes but with di�erent values in the
action ones�

The analysis and optimization of decision tables has been treated from a rough set
theory viewpoint in �	
� Here� we will consider the extension of decision tables to the
fuzzy logic case���
� De�ne a fuzzy decision table FDT� as a quadruple U�A�B� d�
such that U�A�B� is a decision table and d � U � �� �
 is the degree function of the
rules� As usual� du� denotes the strength or the certainty of the rule u� Here� we
assume that there are no duplicate rules in U�A�B�� i�e�� each element of U�A � B�
is a singleton� Because if there are more than two elements in any equivalence class
of U�A � B�� we can replace all of them by a new element with the degree being the
maximum degrees of all the original elements in that class� the assumption in fact does
not result in any loss of generality�

On the other hand� we can generalize the de�nition of evidential structures to the
fuzzy case� De�ne a fuzzy evidential structuresFES� as a triple ���� C� just like an
ES except that C � � � F�� is now a mapping form � to the collection of all fuzzy
subsets of � and the second requirement must be modi�ed as follows�
�� for all � � �� there exists � � � such that �C����� � ��

Given an FES described as above� we can de�ne the crisp support for any fuzzy
subset of �� Let X be a fuzzy subset of �� then

CcX � f� � � j C�� � Xg�

and
CcX � �nCcX

c�

where �� denotes the fuzzy set inclusion relation i�e� X � Y i� �X�� � �Y �� for
all � � �� and Xc is the fuzzy complement of X w�r�t� ��

The fuzzy support can be de�ned by using the degrees of inclusion and consistency
between fuzzy subsets���
� Let X�Y � F��� then de�ne

ConX�Y � � sup
���

min�X��� �Y ����

and
IncX�Y � � � � ConX�Y c��

Then we can de�ne CfX and CfX as fuzzy subsets of � with the following membership
functions�

�CfX�� � IncC���X�

and
�CfX�� � ConC���X��

Obviously� from these de�nitions� we have CfX � CfX
c�c� Given the fuzzy support�

we can compute the support degrees of any fuzzy subsets of the antecedent frame on
those of the consequent frame� Let X � F�� and Y � F��� then

SpX�Y � � IncX�CfY �

is the support degree of X on Y �
By exploiting the techniques presented in this paper� we can extract an FES from an

FDT� so we can discover the support relation either crisp or fuzzy� between condition



and action attributes� In fact� we can transform an FES into an FDT and vice verse�
For a given FES E � ���� C�� de�ne U � fx� y� � � �� j �C�x�y� � �g� A � fag�
B � fbg� and for all x� y� � U � ax� y�� � x� bx� y�� � y� and dx� y�� � �C�x�y��
Then �E� � U�A�B� d� is an FDT� Conversely� given an FDT S � U�A�B� d�� we
can de�ne � � U�A� � � U�B� and for all x � �� de�ne Cx� is the fuzzy subset of �
with the membership function

�C�x�y� �

�
dx � y�� ifx � y �� ��
�� otherwise�

Then� �S� � ���� C� is an FES�
It is a straightforward work to extend the de�nitions of isomorphism and coding to

FES�s and FDTs� Then� we have the correspondence result for the fuzzy case�

Theorem �� �� Given an FDT S� then 
A�BS �� ��S���

�� Given an FES E� then E �� ��E���

Proof� The proof is analogous to that for theorem ��

�� Related Works and Conclusion

As indicated in Section �� the current work is directly inspired by those in ���� ��
�
We have also remarked in Section about the di�erence between their works and ours�
However� it is fair to say that the structural similarity between qualitative ES�s and
KRS�s revealed here has been implied by their works� Here� we just give an algebraic
formalization for it�

The second in�uential work along the same direction we know is by Wong et al����
�
They term CX and CX for an ES as the lower preimage and upper preimage of X
respectively and show that the two preimages satisfy the basic properties of rough
setsp� ���� ���
�� Their result can then be seen as a natural corollary of our Theorem �
and Pawlak�s rough set theory�

As for the fuzzy case� the fuzzy Dempster�Shafer theory and fuzzy rough sets have
been proposed in ���
 and ��
 respectively� According to our results here� we can say
that fuzzy rough sets are a special case of FES�s� More speci�cally� let ���� C� be an
FES and if fC�� j � � �g forms a fuzzy partition� then CfX�CfX� is a fuzzy rough
set in the sense of ��
�

Finally� there are some connection among modal logic��
� evidence theory and rough
set theory� On the one hand� we can represent a Kripke model in the modal system
T as an ES� A Kripke model for T is a triple W�R� V � where W is a set of possible
worlds� R � W �W is a re�exive binary relation on W � and V assigns a subset of W
to each formula in the modal language� Let jj denote the set of possible worlds that
satisfy the formula jj� then according to Kripke semantics�

j�j � fw � W j �u � W Rw� u� � u � jj�g

and
j�j � fw � W j �u � W Rw� u� � u � jj�g�

If we de�ne the ES W�W�C� with C being such that Cw� � fu � W j Rw� u�g� then
it is obvious that

j�j � Cjj



and
j�j � Cjj

hold for each formula � This is essentially the viewpoint taken in ���
�
On the other hand� given a KRS U�A�� U can be seen as a set of possible worlds

and for each B � A� U� INDB�� de�ne an epistemic structurei�e� an S� Kripke
structure�� Based on this viewpoint� each frame U�aa � A� induced from the KRS
may be understand as the epistemic structure of some agent� The common re�nement
of two frames is then interpreted as the strong distributed knowledge structure of two
groups of agents in the sense of ��
� This viewpoint is taken in ��� ��
 and Corollary �
are also derived there in the context of epistemic structures�

In summary� the relationship between evidence theory and modal logics are sug�
gested in ���
 and the one between rough set theory and modal logics are described
in ��� ��� �� �	
� while the works reported here and of course the works on which
our results depend� provide a strong connection between evidence theory and rough
set theory� Although there are some overlap between our presentation and the pre�
vious works� we hope that the framework introduced in this paper clarify further the
connection between these theories�
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